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Abstract—This paper proposes a new framework for the short-
term risk assessment of wind-integrated composite power systems
via a combination of an analytical approach and a simulation tech-
nique. The proposed hybrid framework first employs the area risk
method—an analytical approach, to include the detailed reliabil-
ity models of different components of a power system. In this re-
gard, a novel reliability modeling approach for wind generation
for short-term risk assessment is also proposed. Thereafter, a non-
sequential Monte-Carlo simulation technique is adopted to cal-
culate the partial risks of the area risk method. As a result, the
proposed framework is also capable of including the contingencies
and constraints of the transmission system that are customarily ne-
glected in the area risk method. The computational performance of
the proposed framework is greatly enhanced by adopting the im-
portance of sampling technique, whose parameters are obtained
using the cross entropy optimization. Case studies performed on
a modified 24-bus IEEE Reliability Test System validate that the
detailed reliability modeling of wind generation and consideration
of the transmission system are necessary to obtain more accurate
short-term risk indices. Furthermore, the computational perfor-
mance of the proposed framework is many orders higher than any
other comparable methods.

Index Terms—Cross entropy, Monte Carlo simulation, power
system operation, reliability modeling, risk assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE successful transition from the deterministic reliability
criterion developed for traditional power systems to the

probabilistic methods for modern, renewable-integrated smart
grids necessitates the development of both long- and short-term
risk assessment methods. Long-term risk assessment methods
have been the subject of research for many decades and have
been successfully developed and applied in the electric power
industry for power systems planning problems [1], [2]. However,
these methods are not applicable to short-term risk assessment
during power systems operation owing to two main reasons.
First, the long-term risk assessment methods assume the failure
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probabilities of power systems’ components to be independent
of time and operating conditions. Second, these techniques do
not take into account the decisions taken during the power sys-
tems operation, e.g., in unit commitment (UC) and economic
dispatch (ED), while evaluating the risk. Yet, the power systems
operators require short-term risk indices to schedule sufficient
operating or spinning reserve to account for unplanned contin-
gencies and unexpected variability in generation and load in the
coming hours [3].

The PJM method, first proposed in the mid-1960s, is one of
the earliest and simplest methods to assess short-term risk for a
generating system [3]. The basic PJM method aims to evaluate
the probability of a generating system to just meet or fail to
meet the expected load during the time in which no additional
generation is available. This time is also known as the lead
time, and the probability is called the unit commitment risk.
Several authors have extended the basic PJM method to con-
sider rapid-start generating units [1], load uncertainty [1], [2],
wind generation [4]–[6], energy storage [7], [8], and electric
vehicles [9] in the evaluation process. Nonetheless, as an essen-
tially analytical approach, the basic PJM method and its variants
suffer from two major drawbacks. First, these methods involve
state-enumeration techniques whose complexity increases ex-
ponentially with the number of power system’s component that
are included in the evaluation process [2]. Second, analytical
methods often incorporate certain simplifications to make the
evaluation process tractable. For instance, higher-order contin-
gencies [10] or lower probability events, such as failures of
multiple transmission lines in a short time period, are neglected.
Because of these reasons, the transmission system’s contingen-
cies and constraints might not be incorporated in a straight-
forward manner. Consequently, the effect of the transmission
system on short-term risk might not be conveniently assessed.
Ergo, the bus- or load-point short-term risk indices might not be
evaluated.

To address the abovementioned limitations, some authors
recently proposed simulation-based approaches. In [11], the
short-term risk of a composite power system is evaluated using
a non-sequential Monte-Carlo simulation (NSMCS). The ex-
tremely poor computational performance of Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation (MCS) for very low failure probabilities is mitigated by
employing an importance sampling (IS) technique. Reference
[12] extends the work in [11] to consider renewable generation
using quasi-sequential MCS. The variability in the output of
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renewable generation is modeled using some fixed scenarios,
each having same occurrence probabilities. In [13], a state-
transition sampling based MCS is employed to compute the
short-term risk indices of a composite power system. IS is also
utilized to improve the computational speed of the MCS. In [14],
IS is applied to sequential MCS to consider the chronology of
failure events in the short-term risk assessment. A bi-level opti-
mization model is proposed in [15] to assess the short-term risk
of a transmission system, while neglecting the outages of the
generators. In [16], the credibility theory is applied to model
the failure probabilities of power systems’ components under
different weather and operational conditions. Then, the short-
term risk is evaluated considering the proposed fuzzy model
of failure probabilities. In [17], the computational performance
of NSMCS for risk assessment is improved using the subset
simulation. Despite the worthy contributions of these works,
renewable sources, particularly wind generation, are either not
considered at all [11], [13]–[16] or insufficiently modeled [12],
[17]. However, the uncertainty introduced by highly variable
renewable sources coupled with the limitations of the transmis-
sion system can have a measurable impact on the short-term risk
of composite power systems.

Analytical approaches can allow for detailed reliability mod-
eling of wind generation in short-term risk assessment [4], [5],
whereas simulation techniques are robust and can consider the
transmission system as well as different operational character-
istics of a power system [11], [14]. The purpose of this paper is
therefore to propose a hybrid framework that makes use of the
aforesaid advantages of analytical and simulation techniques to
duly evaluate the short-term risk of a wind-integrated composite
power system.

To suitably assess the impact of wind generation on short-term
risk, a novel reliability modeling approach for wind generation
is first proposed. The proposed modeling approach employs
conditional probability distributions of wind speed, conditional
probabilities, and the law of total probability to effectively model
the probable variations in the output of wind generation during
the lead time. The area risk method, which is an extension of
the basic PJM method, is then modified and extended to include
the proposed reliability modeling approach.

Thereafter, the modified area risk method is innovatively
amalgamated with the NSMCS to calculate the partial risks of
the area risk method. The requirements for computational mem-
ory and reliability data for the NSMCS are lower than other MCS
techniques. To improve the computational performance of the
proposed framework, the IS technique is applied to the NSMCS.
In addition to the generators and transmission lines, the IS tech-
nique is directly applied to the wind speed distributions for wind
generation. The parameters of the IS technique are obtained us-
ing iterative cross entropy (CE) optimization, which is one of
the most widely adopted methods to obtain the near-optimal IS
parameters [18], [19].

The proposed framework is applied to a modified IEEE
Reliability Test System (RTS) to indicate its effectiveness in
efficiently computing the short-term risk indices of a wind-
integrated composite power system. The short-term risk indices
are also evaluated for the commitment schedules obtained from

Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of the area risk method. T0 represents the initial
hour. Th , T2h , and T3h represent one, two, and three hour(s), respectively, after
the initial hour.

the day-ahead UC (DAUC) program to show its application in
power systems operation.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1) A novel hybrid framework for short-term risk assessment

is proposed. The framework exploits the advantages of the
area risk method and NSMCS to suitably assess the short-
term risk of wind-integrated composite power systems.
The proposed framework can also evaluate the bus- or
load-point indices.

2) To obtain accurate short-term risk indices, a new reliabil-
ity modeling approach for wind generation is also pro-
posed. This approach effectively models the uncertainty
of wind generation in the operational domain through con-
ditional distributions. Additionally, the area risk method
is modified to include the proposed reliability modeling
approach.

3) The computational speed of the proposed hybrid frame-
work is greatly enhanced by adopting the CE-based IS
technique for NSMCS. The IS technique is also applied
to the conditional distributions of wind speed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a preliminary description of the area risk method.
Section III delineates the proposed reliability modeling ap-
proach for wind generation. The proposed hybrid framework
is explained in Section IV. Case studies are performed in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES OF THE AREA RISK METHOD

The area risk method, which is an extension of the basic PJM
method, was first proposed to consider rapid start generating
units in the evaluation of short-term risk [1]. The area risk
method divides the given lead time into several sub-periods,
and the partial risk in each sub-period is obtained using the
basic PJM method. The summation of these partial risks gives
the overall short-term risk for a given lead time. Consequently,
the area risk method can consider the varying operational states
of a power system within a lead time. As an example, Fig. 1
pictorially depicts the area risk method for a given lead time that
is divided into three sub-periods. Note that this representation
only portrays the area risk method and does not necessarily
represent the actual short-term risk indices.

After dividing the lead time into appropriate sub-periods, the
next step is to obtain suitable reliability models of different
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Fig. 2. Conditional PDFs of wind speed in different sub-periods for a single
initial wind speed at T0 .

components of a power system for each sub-period of the area
risk method.

A. Conventional Generators Modeling

Reliability modeling of conventional generators for short-
term risk assessment is based on the assumption that the lead
time is sufficiently short to ignore any repair processes [1].
Therefore, the probability of a generating unit on outage, also
known as the outage replacement rate (ORR), is given by the
following exponential distribution:

ORRg = 1 − e−λg t ≈ λg t, ∀g ∈ {
1, . . . , NG}

, (1a)

where each generating station g consists of N g identical gen-
erating units with ORRg , λg is the failure rate in failures per
hour of a generating unit in generating station g, t is the lead
time, and NG is the total number of generating stations in the
power system. Note that because of its memoryless property,
the exponential distribution inherently models the dependence
of a random variable (in this case, time to fail t) between the
sub-periods [20]. In other words, the failure time of a generating
unit in a certain sub-period is dependent on the generating unit’s
outage history in the previous sub-periods.

B. Transmission Lines Modeling

In the original area risk method and its variants [4]–[9], the
transmission system is generally ignored. However, transmis-
sion line outages coupled with line flow limits might also result
in load curtailment, which contributes to the short-term risk.
Therefore, in this work, the transmission system is taken into
account for accurate short-term risk evaluation. The inclusion of
transmission system also allows for the calculation of bus-point
indices. Similar to the modeling of conventional generators, the
repair process is ignored and the exponential distribution is as-
sumed. Consequently, the transmission lines are also modeled
using ORR. For a line l:

ORRl = 1 − e−λl t ≈ λl t, ∀l ∈ {
1, . . . , NL}

, (1b)

where λl is the failure rate in failures per hour of transmission
line l and NL is the total number of transmission lines.

III. PROPOSED RELIABILITY MODELING OF WIND GENERATION

Aptly modeling the variability of wind generation during the
lead time is vital to precisely assess the short-term risk of a
wind-integrated power system. The wind generation fluctuates
with the wind speed that is highly irregular and variable. Hence,

Fig. 3. Conditional PDFs of wind speed in different sub-periods for different
initial wind speeds at the start of those sub-periods.

a single ORR, as used for conventional generators, cannot rep-
resent the wind generation’s capacity outages in short-term risk
assessment methods.

One approach to modeling the wind generation is through
the probabilistic modeling of wind speed during the lead time.
The wind speed in a short future time period strongly depends
on the initial wind speed at the start of that time period. This
observation has been adopted in [4] and [5]. In particular, [4]
obtains the conditional probability density functions (PDFs) of
wind speed for different sub-periods in the lead time for a given
initial wind speed at the start of the lead time (T0 in Fig. 1).
The initial wind speed at T0 is deterministically known, along
with other operational statuses during power systems operation.
The conditional PDFs are then converted to wind power PDFs
using the wind turbine’s power curve. Fig. 2 represents these
conditional PDFs of wind speed for a given initial wind speed
at T0 in different sub-periods for an actual wind farm site. In
this approach, the initial wind speeds at the start of subsequent
sub-periods (i.e., at Th and T2h ) are ignored.

Due to the highly volatile nature of wind speed, considering
only a single wind speed PDF during each sub-period might
not truly capture its spasmodic variations. Also, the wind speed
PDFs during different sub-periods can be poles apart depending
on the initial wind speeds at the start of the respective sub-
periods. In other words, the wind speed PDFs during different
sub-periods should be conditional on the initial wind speed at
the start of the respective sub-periods, and not at the start of the
lead time. Fig. 3 illustrates the abovementioned statements. For
the second sub-period B (Th − T2h), the conditional PDFs of
wind speed for three arbitrarily chosen initial wind speeds (low,
10 km/h; medium, 20 km/h; high, 30 km/h) at the start of the
second sub-period (Th ) are shown. A comparison with Fig. 2
shows that the conditional PDFs of wind speed in the second sub-
period are markedly different from the one obtained by assuming
a single initial wind speed at the start of the entire lead time.
Similar conclusions can be drawn about the conditional PDFs
of wind speed in the third sub-period C (T2h − T3h). Hence, the
conditional PDFs of wind speed in a sub-period must consider
the probable initial wind speeds at the start of that sub-period.
These probable initial wind speeds at the start of a sub-period, in
turn, depend on the conditional PDF in the preceding sub-period.

To understand the impact of different modeling approaches of
PDFs on the risk assessment, first, the risk is generally defined
as follows [18]:

Risk = ∫ H (x) F (x) dx , (2a)
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where, H(·) is a test function and will be explained later. F (·)
is the joint PDF of a random vector X . For composite power
systems,

F (X) = fG (
XG)

fL (
XL

)
fws

P (Xw ) , (2b)

where, fG(XG ) is the PDF for random vector XG , which
represents the number of available generating units in each gen-
erating station, fL(XL) is the PDF for random vector XL rep-
resenting the availability of transmission lines, and fws

P (Xw )
is the PDF for random vector of wind speed Xw in a period P.
Note that X = [XG ,XL,Xw ]. fG(XG ) and fL(XL) can
be calculated using (1a) and (1b), respectively. From (2a) and
(2b), it is clear that the choice of PDFs directly affects the risk
indices. Hence, a more precise determination of fws

P (Xw ) will
expectedly result in more accurate risk indices.

Now using the above notation, according to [4],

fws
B

(
vB)

= fws
B |A

(
vB |vA)

, fws
C

(
vB)

= fws
C |B

(
vB |vC)

, (2c)

where,fws
B |A(vB |vA) is the conditional PDF for sub-period B

given a PDF for sub-period A, and fws
C |B(vB |vC) is the condi-

tional PDF for sub-period C given a PDF for sub-period B. In
other words, (2c) implies that the PDFs for sub-periods B and
C are assumed to be independent of the PDFs for sub-periods
A and B, respectively. This independence assumption indicates
the lack of information about the model.

As shown in Fig. 3 and its corresponding discussion, a more
reasonable approach is to model the PDFs for sub-periods B and
C, considering their dependence on the PDFs for sub-periods A,
and B, respectively. By the law of total probability, these PDFs
can be obtained as

fws
B

(
vB)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
fws

B |A
(
vB |vA)

fws
A

(
vA)

dvA , (2d)

fws
C

(
vC)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
fws

C |B
(
vC |vB)

fws
B

(
vB)

dvB . (2e)

In this work, a systematic approach based on probabilistic
techniques, is proposed to consider (2d) and (2e) for the short-
term risk assessment. In what ensues, the proposed approach
is explained by considering a lead time of 3 hours as an ex-
ample. For a specific power system, the actual determination
of a suitable lead time depends on the start-up times of rapid-
start generating units [3]. Also, as an example, the lead time is
divided into three hourly sub-periods. Note that the choice of
hourly sub-periods is motivated by the typical one-hour inter-
vals considered in the UC programs. However, the systematic
approach presented here is generally applicable to any length of
lead time and for any number of sub-periods.

Referring to Fig. 1, as a first step, using the known initial wind
speed (vini,A ) at the start of the lead time, i.e., at the start of sub-
period A, the conditional PDF of wind speed for sub-period A,
fws

A (vA), is obtained using Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, for
fws

A (vA), the given hour is T0 and the hth hour is Th .
Next, the PDF for the first sub-period A is divided into Np

partitions. The midpoints of these partitions are assumed to be
estimates of initial wind speeds for the start of sub-period B i.e.,

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Wind Speed Conditional PDFs.
Input: Mean and standard deviation of historical hourly
wind speeds, autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
series of wind speed, and initial wind speed of a given hour
Output: Conditional Weibull PDF of wind speed for the
next hth hour
1: Simulate the ARMA series of wind speed using

historical hourly wind speed data for a large number
of simulation years N (∼5000 – 10,000 years) [5], let
Λ be the set of simulated wind speed values, then
Λ = {vt,η

s }, t ∈ {1, . . . , 8760}, η ∈ {1, . . . ,N},
where vt,η

s is the simulated wind speed in hour t and
year η.

2: Define an interval Δv (e.g., 1 km/h) around the initial
wind speed of the given hour

3: Group all those simulated wind speed values of the
next hth hour, provided that the simulated wind speed
values of the given hour lie in the interval around the
initial wind speed, i.e., Ψ = {vT0 +h,η

s : vT0
0 − Δv

2
≤ vT0 ,η

s ≤ vT0
0 + Δv

2 } η ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, where Ψ ⊂
Λ is the set of grouped simulated wind speed values
vT0 +h

s of hth hour, vT0
s is the simulated wind speed

values of given hour, vT0
0 is the initial wind speed at

given hour T0
4: Fit a Weibull PDF to the set Ψ, i.e., fws

h (·) = Weib
(a, b), where a is the scale parameter and b is the
shape parameter.

at Th . These midpoints are obtained using (3a)–(3c):

pA
i = vA + i

(
vA − vA

)
/Np , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Np − 1} ,

(3a)

vini,B
j =

(
pA

j−1 + pA
j

)
/2, ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , Np − 1} , (3b)

vini,B
1 =

(
vA + pA

1
)
/2, vini,B

N p =
(
pA

N p −1 + vA
) /

2,

(3c)

where pA
i and vini,B

j are the partitioning points of fws
A (vA) and

the estimated initial wind speeds, respectively. vA and vA are
the maximum and minimum observed wind speed values of vA

in sub-period A, respectively.
Each of these estimated initial wind speeds have associated

occurrence probabilities that can be calculated using (3d)–(3f):

P
(
vini,B

j

)
=

∫ pA
j

pA
j −1

fws
A

(
vA)

dvA , ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , Np − 1}
(3d)

P
(
vini,B

1

)
=

∫ pA
1

0
fws

A

(
vA)

dvA , (3e)

P
(
vini,B

N p

)
=

∫ ∞

pA
N p −1

fws
A

(
vA)

dvA , (3f)

where P(vini,B
j ) is the probability of initial wind speed vini,B

j .

Note that
∑N p

j=1 P (vini,B
j ) = 1.
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Fig. 4. Partitioning of the conditional PDF of wind speed.

Fig. 4 depicts these estimated initial wind speeds using the
conditional PDF of wind speed for sub-period A with Np = 3.
For this case, these three initial wind speeds might correspond to
low, medium and high initial wind speed scenarios, having cor-
responding occurrence probabilities as illustrated by the shaded
region in the figure.

Now, for each of these estimated initial wind speeds, condi-
tional PDFs of wind speed for sub-period B are obtained using
Algorithm 1. In this case, the initial hour is set to the start of
sub-period B (Th ) and the hth hour is set to the end of sub-
period B(T2h). As a result, a total of Np conditional PDFs
({fws

B ,1 , . . . , f
ws
B ,N p }) are obtained that represent the variability

of wind speed for this sub-period. This statement can be inter-
preted as follows. As the uncertainty of wind speed increases
with future time, multiple PDFs are employed to represent this
increased uncertainty. Moreover, each of these conditional PDFs
also have occurrence probabilities given by (3d)–(3f).

By following a similar approach, the estimates of initial wind
speed at the start of sub-period C (vini,C

j ) can be obtained by
further dividing each of the Np conditional PDFs of sub-period
B into Np partitions. However, this division would result in
Np × Np estimates of initial wind speed and conditional PDFs
for sub-period C, thereby requiring Np × Np computations of
partial risks. To circumvent the problem of high computational
burden and intractability, first a surrogate conditional PDF of
wind speed for sub-period B is estimated using the initial wind
speed at the start of sub-period A via Algorithm 1. Afterward,
this surrogate conditional PDF is divided into Np partitions
resulting in Np estimated initial wind speeds for the start of
sub-period C. Then, the conditional PDFs of wind speed for
sub-period C({fws

C ,1 , . . . , f
ws
C ,N p }) are obtained using these es-

timated initial wind speed values via Algorithm 1. As a result,
the conditional PDFs for sub-period C are still dependent on
the initial wind speeds at the start of sub-period C, while the
number of conditional PDFs remains Np . The whole process
can be repeated for any number of sub-periods of the area risk
method and for any Np > 1.

IV. PROPOSED RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

In this section, the proposed framework for the short-term
risk assessment of wind-integrated composite power systems is

Fig. 5. Integrating the proposed reliability modeling of wind generation in the
area risk method.

explained. The key ingredients of the proposed framework are
the modified area risk method considering the proposed reliabil-
ity modeling of wind generation and the IS-based NSMCS. The
short-term risk index considered in this paper is the probability
index, i.e., the probability of load curtailment. Nonetheless, the
framework can be easily extended to evaluate other risk indices,
such as expected power not supplied and expected number of
load curtailments.

A. Modified Area Risk Method

The area risk method needs to be adapted to consider the
proposed reliability modeling of wind generation. Note that,
for each sub-period B and C, Np partial risks, corresponding to
Np conditional PDFs of wind speeds, must be evaluated. Also,
because each of these Np partial risks represent disjoint events,
the law of total probability can be applied to obtain the net
partial risks. For sub-periods B and C, the net partial risks are
given by (4a)–(4b), and the total risk is then evaluated by (4c):

RB =
N p∑

j=1

P
(
vini,B

j

)
· PRB

j − RA , (4a)

RC =
N p∑

j=1

P
(
vini,C

j

)
· PRC

j − RB , (4b)

R = RA + RB + RC , (4c)

where PRB
j is the partial risk in sub-period B considering

the jth conditional PDF of wind speed vB . Similarly, PRC
j

represents the partial risk in sub-period C considering the jth
conditional PDF of wind speed vC . RA , RB , and RC are the
net partial risks for sub-periods A, B, and C, respectively. R
is the total risk for the entire lead time. Equations (4a) and
(4b) can be viewed as discrete approximations to (2d) and (2e),
respectively. Fig. 5 pictorially represents the modification to
the area risk method for Np = 3.

B. Evaluation of Partial Risks Via CE-MCS

The routinely employed approach to evaluate the partial risks
in the area risk method is to use a capacity outage probability
table (COPT), which is, in essence, an analytical method. As
mentioned in the Introduction, analytical methods are not appro-
priate for composite power system risk assessment. Therefore,
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a more prudent approach is to employ a simulation technique
such as NSMCS. Simulation techniques are robust to system
size and can also consider a wide range of operational charac-
teristics. Therefore, this work proposes a fusion of the area risk
method with NSMCS to adequately assess the short-term risk
of a composite power system.

Using crude NSMCS, the jth partial risk for any sub-period
P can be evaluated as

PRP
j =

1
N sim

N s im∑

k=1

H (Xk ;L) , (5a)

where Xk = [XG
k ,XL

k ,XW
k ], XG

k = [n1
k , . . . , ng

k , . . . , nN G

k ],
XL

k = [ζ1
k , . . . , ζl

k , . . . , ζN L

k ], and XW
k = [v1

k , . . . , vw
k , . . . ,

vN W

k ]. XG
k and XL

k , are the kth samples follow-
ing B(X;Ng,ORRG ) and B(X;1,ORRL), respectively,
where B(·; ·, ·) stands for the binomial distribution [18]. ORRG

and ORRL are vectors of ORRs for the generating stations and
transmission lines, respectively. ng

k represents the number of
available generating units in generating station g having a total
of Ng generating units. Ng is a vector of the number of gener-
ating units Ng . ζl

k is 1 if line l is available and 0 if it is on outage.
vw

k is the kth wind speed sample following the jth conditional
PDF of the wind speed of wind farm w, fws,w

P ,j (XW
k ). NW is

the number of wind farms.N sim is the number of samples. Note
that RA in (4c) can also be calculated using (5a).

In (5a), H(Xk ;L) is a test function that evaluates whether or
not the sample Xk leads to load curtailment. For the short-term
risk assessment of a generating system,

H (Xk ;L) =

{
0 S (Xk ) ≥ L

1 S (Xk ) < L
, (5b)

where S(Xk ) represents the summation of available generation
capacity associated with state Xk , and L is the load. For com-
posite power systems, the definition of S(Xk ) is modified, as
the transmission system should also be considered to determine
the load curtailment. In this regard, the DC representation of
transmission system is adopted in this work. The DC optimal
power flow (DC-OPF) is employed to evaluate the load cur-
tailment at each bus for each state Xk . If no load curtailment
occurs at any bus, S(Xk ) is the same as that obtained for the
generating system. However, if the load curtailment is non-zero,
S(Xk ) is given by:

S(Xk ) =
N B∑

b=1

lb , (5c)

where lb is the load served at bus b and NB is the total number
of buses in the system. lb is obtained using the DC-OPF.

A fundamental downside of the crude NSMCS is the large
computational burden when the events to be assessed are rare
i.e., for rare event simulation [18]. This is the case in the short-
term risk assessment as the probability of load curtailment in a
short lead time is often very small (around ∼10−4). Also, be-
cause Np partial risks are required to be evaluated for each of
sub-periods B and C, the direct application of the crude NSMCS

is computationally prohibitive. Hence, in this work, the IS tech-
nique is applied to improve the computational performance of
the crude NSMCS. The IS is a variance reduction technique
in which the original probability distributions are distorted to
increase the occurrences of failure events, thereby accelerating
the convergence rate of simulation. In this case, IS modifies
B(·;Ng,ORRG ) and B(·;1,ORRL) to B(·;Ng,ORR∗

G )
and B(·;1,ORR∗

L), respectively. In addition, in this work, the
original conditional PDF of the wind speed is distorted from
fws,w

P ,j (·) to fws,w ,∗
P ,j (·). fws,w

P ,j (·) is a Weibull distribution with
two parameters (aw , bw ); however, only the scale parameter
(aw ) is modified. These distorted PDFs, also known as the IS
densities, are then used to obtain the new samples Xk . The par-
tial risk is then evaluated by the following unbiased estimator:

PRP
j =

1
N sim

N s im∑

k=1

H (Xk ;L) W (Xk ) , (5d)

where W (Xk ) is the likelihood ratio and given by:

W (Xk ) = WG (Xk ) WL (Xk ) WW (Xk ) , (5e)

WG (Xk ) = B
(
XG

k ;Ng,ORRG
)
/B

(
XG

k ;Ng,ORR∗
G

)
,

(5f)

WL (Xk ) = B
(
XL

k ;1,ORRL
)
/B

(
XL

k ;1,ORR∗
L

)
,

(5g)

WW (Xk ) =
N W∏

w=1

(
fws,w

P ,j

(
XW

k

)
/fws,w ,∗

P ,j

(
XW

k

))
. (5h)

Different methods can be employed to obtain the IS densi-
ties [18], [19]. The most widely used approach is the CE op-
timization, which minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the optimal IS densities and the approximated IS den-
sities. In this work, the CE optimization is adopted to find the
IS densities for generators, transmission lines, and wind speed.
Interested readers are referred to [19] for a detailed discussion
on the CE optimization and to [21]–[23] for its initial appli-
cation to the long-term risk assessment of power systems. For
the sake of simplicity, the CE optimization is presented here as
Algorithm 2, without detailing each step.

The combination of the CE optimization with NSMCS will
be referred to, henceforward, as the CE-MCS.

C. Overall Framework

The complete hybrid framework for the short-term risk as-
sessment of wind-integrated composite power systems is given
in Fig. 6. The first step of the framework involves determining
the committed generating units through a UC program. Then,
the modified area risk method is utilized and the partial risk for
the first sub-period is obtained using the CE-MCS presented in
Section IV-B. Thereafter, Np partial risks are evaluated using
(5d) for each subsequent sub-period. Finally, the total risk is
evaluated using (4c). Note that the parallel computational tech-
niques can be applied to calculate the partial risks for all sub-
periods at the same time. To this end, the framework in Fig. 6
can be slightly modified. The step for calculating the net partial
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Algorithm 2: CE Optimization.
Input: Original ORRs of generating units and
transmission lines, Weibull PDF of wind speed and load L
Output: Distorted ORR of generating units and
transmission lines, and distorted Weibull PDF of wind
speed
1: Set the number of samples for CE optimization

(NCE), and other CE parameters (ρ, α,mmax)
2: Obtain the original vectors of ORRs and fws,w

P ,j (·)
3: Set iteration counter m = 1, ORRm

G = ORRG ,
ORRm

L = ORRL , and fws,w ,m
P ,j (·) = fws,w

P ,j (·)
4: for m = 1 to m = mmax do
5: Obtain samples Xp = [XG

p ,XL
p ,XW

p ], where
p = {1, . . . , NCE}, following B(·;Ng,ORRm

G ),
B(·;Ng,ORRm

L ), and fws,w ,m
P ,j (·)

6: Evaluate the performance function S(Xp) and
arrange S(Xp) in ascending order, i.e., S[1] ≤
S[2] ≤ · · · ≤ S[NCE]

7: if (S[�ρNCE] ≥ L), set
L̂m = S[�ρNCE] else set L̂m = L

8: Evaluate the test function H(Xp ; L̂m ) for all p
9: Calculate WG (Xp),WL (Xp), and WW (Xp)

using (5f)–(5h), also calculate W (Xp) using (5e),
for all p

10: Calculate the distorted ORRs and scale parameter:

ORRm+1
g

= α

⎛

⎝1 − 1
Ng

∑N C E

p=1 H
(
Xp ; L̂m

)
W (Xp) ng

p

∑N C E

p=1 H
(
Xp ; L̂m

)
W (Xp)

⎞

⎠

+ (1 − α)ORRm
g

ORRm+1
l = α

⎛

⎝1 −
∑N C E

p=1 H
(
Xp ; L̂m

)
W (Xp) ζl

p

∑N C E

p=1 H
(
Xp ; L̂m

)
W (Xp)

⎞

⎠

+ (1 − α) ORRm
l

am+1
w =

⎛

⎝

∑N C E

p=1 H
(
Xp ; L̂m

)
W (Xp)

(
vw

p

)bw

∑N C E

p=1 H
(
Xp ; L̂m

)
W (Xp)

⎞

⎠

1/bw

11: if L̂m = L, break the for loop
12: Set ORR∗

G = ORRm
G , ORR∗

L = ORRm
L , and

fws,w ,∗
P ,j (·) = fws,w ,m

P ,j (·)

risks ((4a) and (4b)) after evaluating partial risks for all con-
ditional PDFs for a sub-period can be deferred, and the partial
risks for all sub-periods can be calculated first. This allows steps
in the larger grey rectangles in Fig. 6 to be run on separate cores
of a PC at the same time.

With regard to the evaluation of bus-point indices, the only
modification required to the proposed framework is a change in

Fig. 6. Proposed hybrid framework for the short-term risk assessment.

the definition of test function H(Xk ;L). In this case, H(Xk ;L)
must be defined for each bus in the power system as follows:

Hb (Xk ;Lb) =

{
0 lb ≥ Lb

1 lb < Lb

, (6a)

where Hb(Xk ;Lb) is the test function for bus b, Lb is the load
demand at bus b. After defining the test function, the rest of
procedure is similar, and the partial risk is calculated using:

PRP
j,b =

1
N sim

N s im∑

k=1

Hb (Xk ;Lb) W (Xk ) , (6b)

where PRP
j,b is the partial risk for bus b in sub-period P consid-

ering the jth conditional PDF of wind speed.
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TABLE I
SHORT-TERM RISK FOR DIFFERENT WIND GENERATION MODELING METHODS

V. CASE STUDIES

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed framework is
demonstrated through some key simulations performed on the
modified 24-bus IEEE RTS [24]. The original RTS comprises
14 generating stations with 32 generating units in total, 24 buses,
17 load points, and 33 transmission lines. The original RTS is
modified by including a 1,000 MW wind farm at bus 14. Also,
a 155 MW conventional generator at bus 16 is removed. For
CE optimization, NCE is set between 20,000 and 50,000, ρ is
set between 0.01 and 0.05, α is set to 0.95, and mmax is set
to 10. These parameters are obtained from [19] and [21]. For
the convergence of MCS, the minimum coefficient of variation
(COV) is set to 2% for the generating system and 5% for the
composite power system. In all simulations, the lead time is
equal to 3 hours and NP is set to 3. The ARMA series for
Algorithm 1, along with the wind turbine curve, is obtained
from [25]. All studies are performed for January 31 from hours
00:00 to 04:00, unless otherwise stated. Note that these specific
hours are only selected for case studies. As it will be shown
later, the proposed framework is generally applicable for any
time of the day. All simulations are performed on a PC with
a 3.40 GHz Intel R© Core i7-4770 CPU and 16 GB RAM. The
proposed framework is implemented in MATLAB R2015a, with
GUROBI 7.0.2 used as a solver for DC-OPF.

A. Demonstrative Case

To confirm the efficacy of the proposed reliability modeling
approach of wind generation, the proposed framework is com-
pared with the approaches presented in [4] and [5]. Because [4]
and [5] do not consider the transmission system, it is ignored
in this subsection for the sake of comparison. The load is set
to the peak value of 2,850 MW, and all 31 generating units are
committed to supply the load.

Table I presents the short-term risk indices for different ini-
tial wind speeds at the start of the lead time. The short-term
risk indices obtained from the proposed framework lie between
the ones estimated by [4] and [5]. In other words, [4] ([5]) may
overestimate (underestimate) the short-term risk indices. The
aforementioned observation holds for all initial wind speed val-
ues. One reason for this behavior can be elucidated with the
help of Table II, which depicts the mean wind speeds and cor-
responding occurrence probabilities for each sub-period in all
three approaches when the initial wind speed is 20 km/h. For

TABLE II
MEAN WIND SPEED DURING DIFFERENT SUB-PERIODS

†The numbers in brackets indicate the corresponding occurrence probabilities.

Fig. 7. Regression analyses (a)–(b) using the approach of [4], and (c)–(d)
using the proposed approach.

example, for sub-period B, [4] assumes a mean wind speed
of 19.94 km/h with a probability of 100%. However, there is
actually a 26.39% chance that the mean wind speed during sub-
period B is 25.63 km/h. Higher mean wind speeds correspond to
higher wind generation and, therefore, lower risk indices. On the
other hand, [5] assumes a mean wind speed of 19.71 km/h for the
entire lead time and thus neglects any possible low wind speed
values that might occur within different sub-periods of the lead
time. Hence, the risk obtained by [5] is lower. By considering
the multiple conditional PDFs during sub-periods B and C, the
proposed approach accounts for the probable variations in the
wind speed and, consequently, in wind generation during these
sub-periods, thereby resulting in more realistic risk evaluation.

To further investigate the accuracy of the proposed reliability
modeling approach, the regression analyses between wind gen-
eration values of different sub-periods are exhibited in Fig. 7. A
close scrutiny of Fig. 7 reveals two important insights. Firstly,
the linear regression models in sub-periods B and C are evi-
dently different when the initial wind power (or initial wind
speed) at the start of the respective sub-periods (i.e., at Th ,
and T2h , respectively) are considered. This observation rein-
forces the point made in Section II that the wind speed PDFs
of sub-periods should be conditional on the initial wind speeds
at the start of respective sub-periods. Secondly, compared to
Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), the linear regression models in Fig. 7(c)
and Fig. 7(d), respectively, indicate higher wind generation in
those sub-periods. The higher wind generation will expectedly
result in lower probabilities of load curtailment. As a result, the
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TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF CE-MCS VS. CRUDE NSMCS

TABLE IV
SHORT-TERM RISK OF COMPOSITE POWER SYSTEM

short-term risk indices obtained using the proposed approach
are lower than those calculated from [4] in Table I.

B. Computational Performance

From the power system operators’ perspective, the computa-
tional speed of short-term risk assessment framework is of great
importance in order to make timely risk-informed decisions.
Ergo, in this section, the computational speed of the proposed
framework is examined. For a COV of 2%, crude NSMCS would
require nearly ∼108 samples to evaluate the risk which is on the
order of ∼10−4 [18]. This means one complete risk evaluation
for the entire lead time would require approximately ∼7 × 108

samples. This, in turn, would result in extremely large compu-
tational times. Therefore, to compare the computational perfor-
mances of the CE-MCS with the crude NSMCS within a suitable
simulation time, the system is made less reliable by removing
a 155 MW conventional generator at bus 15 and assessing the
short-term risk indices of the resulting generating system. For
this modified system, Table III compares the computational per-
formances of the crude NSMCS against the CE-MCS, while
considering the initial wind speed of 20 km/h. The computa-
tional performance of the CE-MCS is several orders higher than
that of the crude NSMCS. The poor performance of the crude
NSMCS is due to very low failure probabilities of the power
system components during a short lead time.

C. Composite Power System Risk Indices

The results presented in Sections V-A and V-B clearly estab-
lish the superiority of the proposed framework, both, in terms
of the proper modeling of wind generation and very high com-
putational performance, over existing methods. In this section,
we turn our attention to the short-term risk assessment of a
wind-integrated composite power system. The contingencies in
the transmission system and the line flow limits are now con-
sidered. The conditions of RTS are the same as for Table I.
The initial wind speed is set to 20 km/h. Table IV summa-
rizes the short-term risk indices for different capacities of the
transmission system. A comparison of Table I with Table IV
indicates that the short-term risk indices are expectedly higher
when the transmission system is included in the assessment.

Fig. 8. Heat map for the bus-point short-term risk indices. This figure is
generated using [26].

Interestingly, the transmission system’s capacities significantly
affect the short-term risk indices. With lower transmission ca-
pacities, the short-term risk indices are measurably higher. The
varying capacities of the transmission system may correspond
to the situation of weather-dependent transmission line ratings.
Hence, through the proposed framework, power system oper-
ators can also recognize the indirect impacts of weather on
short-term risk indices. On comparing Table III with Table IV,
it can be observed that the computational time increases when
the transmission system is considered. This is due to the DC-
OPF analysis which is performed for each contingency state for
composite systems.

Fig. 8 is a heat map for the short-term risk at different bus-
points when the transmission capacity is 100%. Some buses
do not experience any load curtailment and the short-term risk
indices at those buses are zero. Also, one can conclude that,
from the point of view of short-term risk, bus 18 has the highest
risk of load curtailment for these particular hours. Power system
operators can utilize such information to provision bus-specific
preventive actions. One such action involves re-dispatching the
nearby generating units or committing additional units to mini-
mize the risk. Note that these bus-point short-term risk indices
can only be obtained by including the transmission system in
the assessment framework.

D. Daily Short-Term Risk Indices

This section evaluates short-term risk indices for an entire
day. The studies are performed for April 2 and the historical
mean hourly wind speeds of that day are assumed to be the ini-
tial wind speeds. Fig. 9 depicts the total risk for each hour of the
day. Interestingly, the total risk is higher during off-peak hours
as compared to on-peak hours; this is because few generating
stations are committed to supply the load during off-peak hours.
Furthermore, most of these committed generating stations com-
prise only a single unit. Hence, a single generating unit outage
might result in load curtailment. On the other hand, many gener-
ating stations comprising several generating units are committed
during on-peak hours. Wind generation also peaks during these
hours. This observation is in stark contrast to the long-term risk
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Fig. 9. Daily short-term risk. Load, wind generation and total committed
capacity is scaled down by 2000 and shown in MW. Short-term risk is scaled
up by 100. Grey dots indicate the committed generating units.

Fig. 10. Short-term risk indices for different spinning reserve criteria.

assessment, in which the on-peak hours (i.e., the peak load)
contribute the most to the long-term risk indices. This high-
lights the importance of considering the commitment decisions
as well as daily variation in load and generation for short-term
risk assessment.

E. Spinning Reserve Assessment

In this section, the proposed framework is applied to compare
and contrast two deterministic criteria for setting the spinning
reserve in power system operation. In criterion 1, the spinning
reserve is equal to the capacity of the largest online generating
unit, i.e., the N-1 criterion, and in criterion 2, the spinning
reserve is set to a certain percentage of load (in this study,
10%) [27]. Fig. 10 illustrates the short-term risk indices and
the spinning reserve for the two criteria. As can be seen, for
criterion 1, i.e., the N-1, the short-term risk indices are lower
compared to criterion 2. However, the total operational costs are
the opposite. For criterion 1, the DAUC costs are $2.4864 M,
whereas for criterion 2, the costs are $2.0595 M. This shows that
the reliability and costs compete with each other and that higher
reliability comes at increased costs. An interesting observation
is that, for criterion 1, the spinning reserve remains the same
for all hours, however, the short-term risk varies noticeably.
This observation demonstrates the shortfall of using inconsistent
deterministic criteria for ensuring the reliability during power
system operation. On contrary, the power system operators can
utilize short-term risk indices to adjust the spinning reserve
requirements while ensuring the reliability.

Fig. 11. Short-term risk indices for varying capacities of wind generation.
The conditions of RTS are same as that for Table IV (capacity 100%).

TABLE V
EFFECTS OF N CE AND ρ

F. Sensitivity to the Wind Generation Penetration

This section examines the effects of the penetration of wind
generation on the short-term risk indices. Fig. 11 shows that the
total risk monotonically decreases with increasing capacity of
the wind farm. For the first and second sub-periods, which are
Period A and Period B, the decrease in risk is only marginal.
A very slight increase in risk for Period B is observed when
the wind farm capacity is 1,250 MW. This is due to the fact
that the simulated risk indices are obtained within a certain
range of true, actual values (in this case 5%). For the last sub-
period, i.e., Period C, a sharp reduction in risk is observed.
This observation supports the rationale of utilizing the area risk
method to evaluate the partial risks and identify the sub-period(s)
that contributes to the short-term risk.

G. Sensitivity to the CE Parameters

This section examines the effect of parameters of CE opti-
mization on the performance of the proposed framework. The
two most important CE parameters are the number of sam-
ples for CE optimization NCE , and the multi-level or rarity
parameter ρ [19]. Table V shows the short-term risk indices and
corresponding computational times for different values of NCE

and ρ, for the case study of Section V-A. As can be observed,
the choice of ρ can impact the computational time to a certain
degree, however, the short-term risk indices remain the same.

H. Practical Considerations

As mentioned in the Introduction and shown in Sections V-
D–V-E, power system operators can utilize the short-term risk
indices to evaluate the reliability of the power system in the op-
erational domain. The short-term risk indices calculated using
the proposed framework can then be used as input to the con-
ventional power system operation methods. One such scheme
for using the short-term risk indices in power system operation
has been discussed in [28]. This scheme involves calculating the
short-term risk indices after performing the DAUC. Then, the
spinning reserve constraints are adjusted for those hours which
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have higher risk indices and the DAUC is performed again. This
ensures that the short-term risk indices remain below a certain
pre-defined level for all hours. The proposed framework devel-
oped in this framework can easily be appended to such schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a hybrid framework for the assessment of short-
term risk indices of a wind-integrated composite power system
is proposed. An analytical technique, i.e., the area risk method,
is extended to appropriately consider the impact of wind gener-
ation on short-term risk indices through a new reliability model-
ing approach of wind generation. The modified area risk method
is then combined with the CE-MCS, which is an efficient and
robust simulation technique, to arrive at a novel framework for
the short-term risk assessment of composite power systems.

The case studies performed on the 24-bus IEEE RTS validates
the effectiveness of the proposed reliability modeling approach
as well as the computational superiority of the proposed frame-
work compared to existing methods. Further, the impacts of the
transmission system and daily unit commitment on the short-
term risk indices are also explored. Short-term risk indices are
significantly affected by the transmission capacities and com-
mitment decisions. Finally, the impact of wind penetration and
CE parameters on the short-term risk indices are examined.
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